HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Notice of Committee Meeting

Committee on Municipal, Parochial and Cultural Affairs

Will meet at: Upon Adjournment  Date: May 3, 2010

Location: Committee Room 6

Remarks:

HB 145  MORRIS  LOCAL OFFL/POLICE CHIEFS Provides relative to the power of the police chief in the town of Vivian

HB 277  JONES, SAM (TBA)  DISTRICTS/SPECIAL Creates the St. Mary Hydroelectric Authority (Subject to Rule Suspension)

HB 537  WOOTON  MUNICIPAL/LAWRASON ACT Provides relative to the office of police chief in the municipality of Jean Lafitte

HB 618  PEARSON  LOCAL GOVT/EXPENDITURES Authorizes the withholding of tax revenues of tax recipient bodies who fail to reimburse the parish governing authority for expenses paid for certain parish officials

HB 620  PEARSON  LOCAL GOVT/EXPENDITURES Provides for parish taxing authorities' funding of certain operational expenses for assessors and sheriffs who are funded by assessment districts and law enforcement districts

HB 653  KLECKLEY  FIRE PROTECT/FIRE DEPTS Provides for a term of office for the Lake Charles fire chief

HB 659  RICHARD  DISTRICTS/FIRE PROTECT Provides relative to fire protection districts in Lafourche Parish

HB 684  MONTOUCET  DISTRICTS/SPECIAL Changes the name of the commission, the composition of the board of directors, and the jurisdictional boundaries all of the Lafayette Metropolitan Expressway Commission

HB 715  GUINN  DISTRICTS/SPECIAL Provides relative to a flyway byway district in Jefferson Davis Parish

HB 858  GALLOT (TBA)  DISTRICTS/TAXING Provides relative to economic development districts created by local governmental subdivisions and for the use of tax proceeds collected by such districts (Subject to Rule Suspension)

HB 976  WILLMOTT (TBA)  DISTRICTS/AIRPORT Provides with respect to the New Orleans International Airport Sales Tax District (Subject to Rule Suspension)
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CHAIRMAN